“Seducing The Single Dad”. “Your morning scent is more enticing than any coffee beans that I've ever encountered…” I rested my hands on the counter beside her, caging her while I whispered and inhaled her smell. She tilted her neck to me, letting me take and inhale her floral scent while I felt her sighing under me. Her hands were holding on to me awkwardly, but I was hard by her simple touch. He dated women on occasions but found them all bland, shallow and not even the least intriguing for him. He was dedicating his life for Mable and his coffee shop, and was enough for him. Comments on book The Daddy Project is Kristi’s story and the second of three books set in the beautiful city of Seattle, centered on three women who run a real-estate business called Ready Set Sold. Readers have already met Samantha the carpenter in The Christmas Secret, and Claire’s story will be up next. I do hope you enjoy all three! Spring assumes David is another down-on-his-luck single parent at the free clinic—he looks can be deceiving. Because David has a job—he's the architect proposing a new development in the middle of Spring's land! When the truth is revealed, can Spring find a way to keep both her home and the blessing of new love? Romance Contemporary. 218 printed pages. Original publication.